
 

Political Earthquake in Lisbon: after all, what is the famous hacker’s Rui Pinto disk n.º 8?   

A scandal has been making its course amongst portuguese politicians – letting the political elite 

in Portugal crazily anxious. The story is simple to tell: Rui Pinto, a young portuguese hacker, 

from Oporto, graduated in history and detained in Hungary in 2018, disclosed  intimate criminal 

secrets kept by portuguese politicians. These secrets are contained in a laptop’s disk, which has 

been identified as “disk n.º 8”. The portuguese authorities have been denying the existence of 

this disk n.º 8, stating (unoficially) that  Rui Pinto had collected a lot of information, the disks 

apprehended contains various information about many people – the existence of criminal sexual 

content involving portuguese ruling class is false though.  

This reaction from portuguese authorities was published originally in a portuguese magazine 

“SABADO”, owned by media group COFINA, who lost the bid for a portuguese top-rated tv 

channel, TVI, last year. This magazine is part of the network of media collaborators of 

portuguese domestic intelligence services, SIS, especially regarding jihadism in Portugal. The 

piece signed by journalist Tiago Pintas was an initiative of the director of  portuguese forensic 

police, PJ , at the (self-proclaimed) catholic president, Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa and Prime-

Minister, Antonio Costa’s request.  

According to our partners, former SIS Intell Officers, the portuguese politician Paulo Portas has 

an incredible influence in  portuguese forensic police’s operations at the present. The truth is 

quite different from the version told to magazine SABADO by the portuguese authorities: I’ve 

seen the disk n.º 8 by myself.  

I can assure you it’s both repulsive, dramatic and may bring an unprecedented  crisis to 

Portugal, both political and spiritual. There’s nothing more serious than a total distrust in the 

ruling class, not because they’re incompetents, but because there are disgusting sexual 

predators.  

We’re talking about famous portuguese politicians having sexual intercourse with minors, 

asking to be sodomized by others, laughing out loud as defenceless children and young people 

are crying and asking for help. Politicians to whom the portuguese people had trusted their 

future, denying the very humanity of those poor young people.  

To be fair, disk n.º 8, for what I’ve seen, is not just about pedophilia, it’s more like a freaking 

show of moral depravation. A horror show of disgusting criminal pleasure played by people 

who think they’d never be caught. It’s even more shocking considering some of these 

portuguese politicians are devoted to our Holy Church.  

Paulo Portas is the portuguese politician more active in his depravation recorded by an hidden 

camera mostly in Morocco, in a hotel called Royal Palace in Casablanca. Santa Alleanza got 

Paulo Portas’ passport records, and confirmed his strange back- and- forth between Lisbon and 

Casablanca.  

During the intercourse with minor boys and young moroccans, Paulo Portas used a red lipstick 

and a blonde wig, doing obnoxious things that I can’t even describe. It’s hard to remember those 

images that I’ve been struggling to forget. With moroccans boys, Paulo Portas, dressing like a 

woman, was asking to be sodomized “very hard” , while performing, at the same time, oral sex 

to another young moroccan man .  



Rui Pereira, former director of portuguese Intelligence Services is another portuguese politician 

who presents himself very excited in the video. His company was, according to a portuguese 

retired Intell officer, who helped me identifying this guy, Antonio Franco, portuguese 

ambassador, Ana Gomes’ husband. Ana Gomes is a former portuguese diplomat, MEP, from 

Socialist Party, and linked to jihadists and iranian regime’s donors.  

Ana Gomes has appeared publicly with Rui Pinto, allegedly to protect him as a freedom warrior. 

The truth of matter is Ana Gomes is protecting herself and her husband who has already passed 

by.  

Antonio Franco is wearing like a velvet mask on a bissexual orgy in a luxurious room 

(seemingly in a Palace or some antique fancy hotel) in one of the saved files to disk n.º 8. Rui 

Pereira is a mask lover and a lover with a mask too: he prefers the pinky masks though.  

Portugal’s strange reaction to disk n.º 8 and the criminal sexual scandal: will portuguese 

intell and law enforcement agencies protect the politicians - or will they deliver justice?  

One person from our Church filed a complaint to the portuguese attorney-general to investigate 

this disk n.º 8 and why this disk had disappeared from the material evidence in the investigation 

against the defendant Rui Pinto.  

Insted of initiating an investigation against the politicians associated with those hedious crimes, 

the portuguese attorney-general tried to locate the person who had denounced them. So messed 

up.  

A Catholic priest, linked to Santa Alleanza, is on possession of disk n.º 8, in Rome. Santa 

Alleanza refused to keep the disk in Portugal and it’s likely that that disk will never be 

either in Portugal or Spain again 

His identification is protected by the highest dignitaries of the Holy Church, most of them 

associated with Opus Dei.  

Rui Pereira, meanwhile, was invited by portuguese PM, Antonio Costa, to become chairman of 

Socialist Party. This invitation came with no surprise: Santa Alleanza’s analysts believe Antonio 

Costa’s invitation to Rui Pereira is to protect his party from judicial investigations related to 

both disk n.º 8 and corruption charges.  

Rui Pereira and Antonio Costa’s group are politicians who have been attacked the Holy Church 

with unsubstantiated accusations. The truth of matter is that, after all, they are the ones with 

enormous skeletons in their closets. Important to highlight that Antonio Costa’s daughter is 

catholic.  

Rui Pereira, using his connections within the portuguese intell services SIS, and a private 

company owned by Joao Ruca Pereira (a man who owed a lot to the Holy Church – a real traitor 

or just another indecent guy), Antonio Costa and Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa (PM, the former, 

and President of Portugal, the latter) are preparing an info-intell operation to break CHEGA, a 

new portuguese conservative party.   

SIC – a TV portuguese channel owned by IMPRESA group, led by Mr. Balsemao, who I’ve 

known too well, actually, I helped creating Balsemao’s media group with CIA capital to support 

him and Mario Soares winning communism in Iberia) – is ready to broadcast on live portuguese 



forensic police’s operation against  X. ,  P. ,  F., Mand a Father, member of Opus Dei, 

portuguese chapter.  

Ana Gomes, the wife of one of the politicians present in the  crazy sex  parties saved to disk n.º 

8, cannot ilegalize that party using the legal system, so she is orchestrating, with her fellows in 

portuguese intell SIS, a media operation, before the local elections, to break the new pro-life and 

pro-God portuguese political party.   

Evil cannot – will not – prevail.  

Thomas O’Brien, Retired Senior Intell Officer CIA/DIA. Roman Catholic, loyal and devoted to 

Jesus Christ, our Lord, and  to God, our King. Agnus dei, qui tolis peccata mundi.  

 

 

 

 


